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W16a
ADDENDUM

TO:

Commissioners and Interested Persons

FROM:

South Coast District Staff

SUBJECT: Application No. 5-10-168 (City of Newport Beach), Item No. W16a,
Scheduled for hearing on Wednesday, November 2, 2011 in Oceanside.
LETTERS OF SUPPORT RECEIVED
Please find attached 2 letters of support
LETTERS OF OPPOSITION RECEIVED
Please find attached 7 letters of opposition
EX- PARTE COMMUNICATION DECLARATIONS
Please find attached additional ex-parte communication forms.

MODIFICATIONS TO STAFF REPORT
1. Buffers:
REVISIONS TO STAFF REPORT
Deletions are marked in strike-out text. Additions are marked in bold, underlined text.
Modify the second paragraph on page 22 of the staff report as follows:

To ensure compliance with Section 30240 of the Coastal Act, development (aside
from resource dependent uses) must be located outside of all environmentally
sensitive habitat areas and must not cause significant disruption of the habitat
values within those areas. Further, development adjacent to an ESHA must be
sited to prevent impacts to the ESHA that would significantly degrade those areas,
in part through the provision of a setback or buffer between the ESHA and the
development. Buffer areas are not in themselves a part of the environmentally
sensitive habitat area to be protected. Buffers and development setbacks protect
biological productivity by providing the horizontal spatial separation necessary to
preserve habitat values and transitional terrestrial habitat area. Spatial separation
minimizes the adverse effects of human use and urban development on wildlife
habitat value through physical partitioning.
The purpose of a buffer is to create a zone where there will be little or no
human activity, to “cushion” species and habitats from disturbance, and to
allow native species to go about their “business as usual”. A primary
function of a buffer zone or setback is to protect against human, domestic
animal, and introduced species disturbance, that is, to keep disturbance at a
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distance. Human activity can produce disturbance in the form of vehicle and
foot traffic, noise, artificial lighting, and application of herbicides or
pesticides for landscaping or building maintenance. All of these may
negatively impact California gnatcatchers, coastal scrub communities, native
pollinators, and other organisms that are members of the coastal scrub
community. Dogs can impact environmentally sensitive habitats in numerous
ways including barking at, chasing, and hunting native species. Domestic
and feral cats are keen predators and can pose a significant negative impact
on native bird and reptile populations through predation.
Buffers also protect against invasive plant and animal species that are often
associated with humans and development. Buffers may enable invasive
species detection and eradication before they invade sensitive habitats.
Irrigation associated with development landscaping is also harmful to
drought tolerant plants such as coastal scrub species and a buffer zone
provides a barrier to excess water. The buffer zone also provides ecosystem
services including soil stabilization, interception of eroded materials, runoff
and pollutants absorption, treating runoff, fixing nitrogen, and storing
nutrients. Buffers also reduce habitat fragmentation. Many organisms have
minimum density and proximity requirements, such that habitat fragmentation
should be avoided to the greatest extent possible.
The width of such buffers would vary depending on the type of ESHA and on the
type of development, topography of the site, and the sensitivity of the resources to
the particular kind of disturbance. Buffers may sometimes allow limited human use
such as low-impact recreation, and minor development such as trails, fences and
similar recreational appurtenances when it will not significantly affect resource
values. Buffers may also provide ecological functions essential for species in the
ESHA.
Insert the following before the first full paragraph on page 25 of the staff report:

The City’s October letters inaccurately state: “No development is proposed
within CCC-designated ESHA.” As noted on page 25 of the staff report, the
proposed project includes construction of a sidewalk and grading at the
southern end of ESHA East.
The City’s letter states that vegetation of buffers and restoration of habitat is
not appropriate because: 1) the buffers would attract gnatcatchers closer to
the impact area, 2) other areas on the park site could be more effective
mitigation sites, 3) the City’s biological consultants do not believe that the
road would have impacts on the gnatcatcher.
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The City’s response does not take into account that the primary purpose of
buffers is not to mitigate for impacts of the development, but to avoid
significant disruption of ESHA areas. As stated in the staff report,
disturbance resulting from the intensification of use of the site includes,
addition of domestic and feral cats to the property, additional irrigation,
additional non-native species, pollutants such as trash, pesticides, and
fertilizers.
Buffers do not put endangered species at further risk; rather they protect the
native vegetation within the ESHA areas, and help to ensure that development
adjacent to ESHA does not lead to fragmentation of habitat. Buffers are
designed to protect the ESHA from disturbance caused by adjacent
development. Therefore, buffers must be located between the ESHA and the
new development. Mitigation located away from the source of disturbance
would not be able to reduce impacts from that disturbance.

The City’s letter also states that requiring vegetation of buffers would require
improvement of habitat in excess of what existed prior to disturbance, which
is not supported by Commission precedent. The City references several
Commission actions to support their conclusion, however, those actions are
not substantively similar to the Sunset Ridge Park project.
Coastal Development Permit 3-04-059 (Oceano Community Services District),
cited by the City, proposed the removal of an existing water main and
installation of temporary access roads and a new water main in order to
protect essential public services. CDP 3-04-059 proposed only temporary
impacts during construction, and did not include any permanent impacts to
habitat areas. The proposed Sunset Ridge Park project includes permanent
development. Although special status species were known to occur in areas
nearby, no special status species had been identified at the project site. The
permit required the restoration of dune contours and vegetative cover to a
pre-project condition to ensure that the temporary impacts associated with
construction of the project were consistent with continuance of the habitat
areas.
Consistency Certification 006-11 (North County Transit District), cited by the
City, involved the removal and replacement of rip-rap upstream of a bridge
abutment. The project involved temporary impacts to a riparian ecosystem.
No special status species or ESHA were identified on site. The resource
impacts associated with the project were temporary grading and replacement
of rip-rap. The project did not result in any additional permanent impacts to
ESHA; rather the project improved habitat conditions by elimination of
scattered rip-rap fragments.
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Coastal Development Permit 1-09-033, cited by the City, for authorization of
two 245 foot tall radio towers, and antenna foundation work within an area of
seasonal wetlands. The project resulted in 8 square feet of permanent
impacts from the placement of concrete and rebar jackets, and temporary
impacts to 108 square feet from grading activities. The project proposed a
return to pre-project conditions for temporary impacts, and created new
wetland habitat to mitigate for the permanent loss of 8 sq. ft. of wetlands.
In contrast to the cases cited by the City of Newport Beach, the proposed
Sunset Ridge Park project would result in permanent impacts to ESHA, at a
site that has significant and continual usage of habitat by a special status
species, the federally threatened California gnatcatcher. Restoration of the
project site to a pre-project condition is not appropriate, as the proposed
project would result in new, continual impacts associated with usage of the
site as an active recreational park. Without additional measures to protect the
ESHA on the site from these impacts, the project can not be found to be
consistent with Coastal Act Section 30240.
Therefore, staff has recommended that the ESHA adjacent to the proposed
park road be protected through the use of buffers vegetated with Coastal
Sage Scrub. As stated in the staff report, vegetated buffers have been used
to protect ESHA from impacts from adjacent development when required to
offset the impacts of adjacent development and increase habitat values, and
the usage of vegetated buffers is included as a requirement in the City of
Newport Beach’s certified Land Use Plan (Land Use Plan Policy 4.1.1-11, 4.1.112) . Therefore, there is substantial precedent for the usage of vegetated
buffers to offset impacts to ESHA.
The proposed project does not include a plan for conservation of ESHA and buffers,
and the City has stated that the landowner would not agree to preserve these
habitat areas in perpetuity….

2. Wildlife Mobility

REVISIONS TO STAFF REPORT
Deletions are marked in strike-out text. Additions are marked in bold, underlined text.:
Modify the second paragraph of page 6 as follows:
State law requires fencing around oil field operations like those occurring on NBR.
Presently, that fencing envelops both the NBR and City owned lands. With
implementation of the project, the City proposes fencing to separate the project site
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from the remainder of the larger Newport Banning Ranch property. The City has
proposed to install 24” diameter culverts below the fence to allow for
migration of wildlife to and from the project site. However, the City has not
submitted substantial evidence supporting its contention that this newly
proposed fencing will allow wildlife migration or, specifically, coyote
migration between the subject property and Newport Banning Ranch and
beyond. Further, the City has not submitted detailed plans that enable staff to
make a determination of whether or not the proposed That fencing will isolate
ESHA that is presently inside the fencing. Once fenced, the circulation of large
mammals that play an important predation role within the CSS/gnatcatcher
ecosystem would be severely curtailed, and perhaps eliminated. The loss of those
predators could impact that the long term health of the CSS/ESHA. Without large
predators, like coyote, that prey on smaller mammals, like feral cats and opossums,
those smaller mammals will consume gnatcatcher eggs and young, causing the loss
of gnatcatcher fecundity. There are alternatives to the proposed fence design
that would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the fencing
will have on coyote mobility, including building fencing around individual oil
sumps on the Newport Banning Ranch property instead of erecting a fence
along the entire boundary between the proposed project and Newport
Banning Ranch.

Modify the second paragraph of page 26 of the staff report as follows:
However, the installation of fencing which prohibits human passage would also
prevent mobility of terrestrial wildlife. Mobility of wildlife to the project site is
important for the health of the ecosystem on the site, not just for the continuance of
the usage of the site as habitat for larger mammals. Species that dwell off-site but
periodically visit the site are important to maintaining the current balance of wildlife
on the site. For instance, the Draft EIR for the Newport Banning Ranch project
notes that coyote are present on the project site. Larger predators, such as the
coyote, are important in controlling the presence of smaller predators that prey on
avian species, such as cats, skunks, and opossums. In order for any of the natural
habitats to maintain their existing biodiversity, it is important to maintain coyotes in
the system. In the absence of coyotes, these habitats would be subject to heavy
predation from domestic and feral cats and other small predators causing avian
diversity to plummet.
The applicant has proposed the use of 24” diameter culverts beneath the
proposed oil field fencing. Although the suggested installation of culverts
and 12 inch arched openings may very well allow some wildlife to traverse the
fence line, the City has not presented enough evidence to support its
conclusion that it will enable unfettered coyote travel between Newport
Banning Ranch and the subject parcel—a valuable factor for healthy coastal
sage scrub habitats.
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The applicant has stated in their October letter that they propose the use of
culverts below the fencing to allow for wildlife to travel to the project site. As
Dr. Engel noted in her memo, the subject site contains ESHA, particularly in
that it contains habitat for the federally threatened gnatcatcher. Dr. Engel
noted that the most common cause of gnatcatcher nest failure is predation
which accounts for up to 66 percent of nest failures in some areas. Predation
is more prevalent where native habitat edges up against urban or urban/rural
development, as is the case on the subject site. Numerous nest predators
such as raccoons, rats, and skunks thrive along the edges of development
where trash and debris are often accessible. These animals along with
domestic pets may opportunistically prey on gnatcatchers in adjacent habitat.
In addition, nest-predator species such as corvids and raptors do well in
urban and urban/rural areas. One way to minimize gnatcatcher predation is to
encourage coyote foraging on the property. Coyotes are known to reduce
gnatcatcher predator populations and to decrease the intensity of gnatcatcher
predation. As noted by the California Department of Fish and Game, coyotes
are present in and around Upper Newport Bay, an area just south of the
subject site and an area easily accessible to coyotes.1 The Newport Bay
Conservancy also notes that coyotes are prevalent predators in the area.2 The
Draft EIR for the Newport Banning Ranch project notes that coyotes are
present on its property. Therefore, property fencing must include adequate
coyote access. If coyote friendly fencing is not used, the City will have to
implement a predator monitoring and exclusion program. Although the
suggested installation of culverts and 12 inch arched openings may very well
allow some wildlife to traverse the fence line, the City has stated that the
proposed culverts will be consistent with design guidelines given by the US
Department of Transportation’s Handbook for Design and Evaluation of
Wildlife Crossing Structures in North America. However, it has not been
shown that the proposed culverts would be adequate to ensure that predation
of gnatcatchers at the site is not affected, which is a valuable factor for
healthy coastal sage scrub habitats. Also, the City has not submitted any
design plans to staff to analyze whether or not such a proposal would lessen
the adverse effect that the fencing may have on the environment. Rather, it is
clear that there are alternatives to this proposed fencing that would allow
greater mobility of wildlife in and around the subject easement area.
As noted, the City argues that it must erect a fence along the boundary
between the easement parcel and the rest of Newport Banning Ranch’s
property. It maintains that the requirement is dictated by 14 CCR 1778—
regulations governing the construction and maintenance of oil fields. On
separate grounds, it argues that to disallow the construction of fencing along
1

2

http://www.dfg.ca.gov/lands/articles/upnewpbay01.html
http://newportbay.org/wildlife/mammals/
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the property line would be a regulatory taking because it will deny the owner
of property his or her right to exclude uninvited visitors. On this point the
Commission’s findings do not claim to disallow all types of fencing to
“exclude uninvited visitors,” rather it finds that fence designs that negatively
impact wildlife mobility are not consistent with the Coastal Act. For reasons
stated below, the City’s proposed fence is not the alternative that would
lessen the adverse effect that the fencing may have on the environment.
The City’s proposal to install fencing along the boundary of Newport Banning
Ranch’s property and the easement parcel used for the City’s access road is
inconsistent with 30240, because the fence would impede wildlife mobility—
specifically large predator mobility— in the area, which would significantly
disrupt habitat values in environmentally sensitive habitat areas. Citing 14
CCR 1778, Division of Oil, Gas & Geothermal Resources regulations, the City
argues that it is required to construct a 5-foot high chain link fence adjacent
to the access road to ensure that no one wanders onto Newport Banning
Ranch’s active oil fields. The City proposes to address the Commission’s
concern by redesigning the fence to incorporate a fence design that includes
a “crawl space underneath the fence (as suggest[ed] by U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Services staff as sufficient to enable wildlife mobility) and/or install a 24”
diameter culvert which will facilitate wildlife passage from the rock ditch
located on the east side of the proposed Park access road to the westerly
side.”
The City’s revised proposal to build a fence along the western perimeter of
the easement parcel boundary is not the feasible alternative that would
substantially lessen the significant adverse effect on wildlife mobility,
specifically coyote mobility between the easement parcel and the rest of the
Newport Banning Ranch property and beyond. In fact, it is not the City’s duty
to build the fence pursuant to the regulatory requirements under the Division
of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources but, rather, Newport Banning Ranch’s
obligation or its lessees or operators, if any, as the fee title holder of the
active oil sumps to build the fence. Nonetheless, the cited authority to
support the City’s position that the proposed fence is mandatory requires a
closer look to determine the minimum requirements to satisfy the regulations
while still ensuring that the fencing will be the alternative that substantially
lessens significant adverse effects of the fencing on coyote passage and,
more importantly, on gnatcatcher survival rates.
Pursuant to Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations, section 1770,
property owners who operate oilfield sumps must follow certain construction
requirements. Under section 1770, “sumps in urban areas shall be enclosed
in accordance with Section 1778 (a) or (e) and (c).” A “sump” is defined as
“an open pit or excavation serving as a receptacle for collecting and/or
storing fluids such as mud, hydrocarbons, or waste waters attendant to oil
and gas field drilling or producing operations.” (14 CCR § 1760(o).) While
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Title 14 CCR, section 1778(b)(4) provides that an oil field owner/operator may
erect a perimeter fence to comply with the public safety requirements, it is
only an option, not a requirement. Under Title 14 CCR, section 1778, which
delineates the proper construction methods for the sump fences, there is no
requirement that the fence run along the perimeter of the property upon which
there are sumps. Furthermore, in Public Resources Code section 3781 the
Legislature found and declared that “it is essential in order to protect the
wildlife resources of California that all hazardous exposed oil sumps in this
state be either screened or eliminated.” Given the foregoing, Newport
Banning Ranch can comply with the regulatory framework regarding fencing
around sumps by simply erecting fencing around individual sumps to protect
wildlife from the sumps and to ensure that there is no impediment to the
wildlife corridor between the proposed park and the Newport Banning Ranch
property. This would be the feasible alternative potentially available which
would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the fencing will
likely have on the environment.
In sum, the City, as the easement holder for the use of Newport Banning
Ranch property has no statutory and regulatory obligation to construct a
fence to protect people and wildlife from the dangers inherent in oil sumps.
Rather, it is generally the property owner, operator or lessee of the oilproducing property that holds the duty to comply with the statutory and
regulatory requirements to erect fencing around oil sumps. Notwithstanding
these matters of duty to erect the fencing, the proposed revision to the fence
is not the feasible alternative that substantially lessens any significant
adverse effect that the fencing may have on the environment. Rather,
constructing fencing around individual oil sumps would be the alternative
that would substantially lessen these effects on the environment.
Understanding that the City does not currently have the authority to erect
fencing on the oil sumps on Newport Banning Ranch’s property, it is
advisable that if the City is bound under its easement agreement to build a
fence along the easement parcel boundary, it should consult with Newport
Banning Ranch to determine if it, instead of the proposed fencing, can pay to
erect fencing around individual sumps on Newport Banning Ranch property.
Therefore, at this time it cannot be assured that the proposed project would
provide adequate mobility of wildlife to the site, and it cannot be assured that
the proposed project The proposed fencing would therefore would not result in
significant degradation impacts to Coastal Sage Scrub habitat which supports the
California gnatcatcher. Therefore, the proposed project cannot be found consistent
with Coastal Act Section 30240 requiring the protection of environmentally sensitive
habitat areas from any significant disruption of habitat values.

3. Historical Mowing
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Revise the third paragraph of page 30 of the staff report as follows:
One exception to the general requirement that one obtain a coastal development
permit before undertaking development within the coastal zone is that if one has
obtained a ‘vested right’ to undertake the development prior to enactment of
Proposition 20 or the Coastal Act, a permit is not required. Under Proposition 20, if
property is within 1000 feet yards landward of the mean high tideline, then that
property is subject to the permit requirements of Proposition 20. (former Pub. Res.
Code, Section 27104) From aerial images, it appears that the subject parcel may
have been subject to Proposition 20’s permitting requirements when it became
effective on February 2, 1973 The entire site is within 1000 yards of the mean
high tide line and was therefore subject to Proposition 20’s permitting
requirements. Coastal Act Section 30608 exempts development subject to vested
rights from permit requirements.
Revise the Substantive File Documents on page 1 of the staff report as follows:
SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS: City of Newport Beach certified Land Use Plan
Access Agreement between the City of Newport Beach and Banning Ranch LLC

Cal.Atty.Gen., Indexed Letter, No. SO 77/39, (April 6, 1978)
Revise page 28 of the staff report as follows:
1A. Mowing Background
U

Insert the following section after the second paragraph of page 31 of the staff report:
1B. Response to City letters submitted in October 2011
The City argues that it has been legally mowing the subject site for fuel
modification and that it never needed a permit to do so. Caltrans owned the
subject City parcel from 1966 until 2006. Sometime in the mid 1960s and early
1970s, Caltrans significantly graded the site, cutting an extensive notch into
the existing bluff almost the width and depth of the City parcel. The City
claims that Caltrans had disked the entire City parcel once per year from 1966
through 2001. Thereafter, the City claims that Caltrans mowed the parcel until
it sold the parcel to the City in 2006. The City has apparently used weed
wackers since 2006 for its weed abatement activities on the parcel for fuel
modification purposes. In light of these alleged activities, the City claims that
since the parcel had been annually cleared since 1966, it never needed a
coastal development permit subsequent to Prop 20 and/or the Coastal Act
becoming effective because there was no major vegetation on the site (as a
result of the disking/mowing) and thus there was no removal of major
vegetation, precluding a finding that the mowing constituted development
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under section 30106 of the Coastal Act3. For the following reasons, the
Commission finds that there is not substantial evidence to support the City’s
position.
The Commission, in its staff report, considers the City’s mowing activities on
the subject parcel to constitute unpermitted development. First, as noted in
the staff report, the City has not submitted a claim of vested rights that it did
not need permits to mow the City parcel and, as such, the Commission has
not made a determination of such a claim to resolve the question of
unpermitted development. Thus, since the City has not gone through the
proper avenues, this application for a coastal development permit is not the
appropriate procedure for the City to obtain a vested rights determination.
Second, assuming that Caltrans had obtained the proper legal authority to
complete the grading on the subject site in the mid 1960s and early 1970s, the
subsequent maintenance activities of disking were subject to CEQA, passed
in 1970, and later The California Coastal Zone Conservation Act of 1972 (Prop
20), effective Feb. 1, 1973, and the Coastal Act, effective January 1, 1977.
CEQA required that state agencies, like the City of Newport Beach, Caltrans
or Orange County, prepare and certify an environmental impact report on any
project—defined, in relevant part, in the 1972 statutory language as “directly
undertaken by a public agency”— which it proposes to carry out or approve
that may have a significant effect on the environment. (Pub. Res. Code, §§
21065 (“project” defined) (effective Dec. 5, 1972), 21100 (effective 1971).)
Effective February 1, 1973, Prop 20 required that any person wishing to
remove major vegetation must obtain a permit from a Regional Commission
for such development. (former Pub. Res. Code, §§ 27103, 27400.) Effective
January 1, 1977, the Coastal Act continued the general requirement of Prop 20
that a person wishing to remove major vegetation must obtain a coastal
development permit from the Coastal Commission, or local government, if
applicable, for such development. (Pub. Res. Code, §§ 30106, 30600.)
The relevant exceptions to permit requirements also do not apply to this case.
While there is an exemption in CEQA for the removal of flammable vegetation
for fuel management within 30 feet of structures or 100 feet of a structure if
the area is deemed to be within an extra hazardous fire area, this exemption
did not become effective until October 26, 1998, well after the application of
the Coastal Act. Also, section 30610, subsection (d) of the Coastal Act
provides that certain types of development do not require a CDP, including:
3

Section 30106 of the Coastal Act provides, in relevant part:
“Development” means… the removal or harvesting of major vegetation other than for
agricultural purposes, kelp harvesting, and timber operations which are in accordance with
a timber harvesting plan submitted pursuant to the provisions of the Z’berg-Nejedly forest
Practice Act of 1973 (commencing with Section 4511).
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“[r]epair or maintenance activities that do not result in an addition to, or
enlargement or expansion of, the object of those repair or maintenance
activities; provided, however, that if the commission determines that certain
extraordinary methods of repair and maintenance involve a risk of substantial
adverse environmental impact, it shall, by regulation, require that a permit be
obtained pursuant to this chapter.” Interpreting section 30610(d) of the
Coastal Act, Section 13252(a)(3) of the Commission’s regulations provides, in
relevant part, that a coastal development permit is required for “[a]ny repair
or maintenance to facilities or structures or work located in an
environmentally sensitive habitat area…[or] within 50 feet of the edge of a[n]
coastal environmentally sensitive habitat area….” Furthermore, in the
exemptions under “Repair, Maintenance and Utility Hookups”, adopted by the
Commission on September 5, 1978, section II(B)(4) provides that “a permit is
required for… clearing more than 500 sq.ft. of brush or other vegetation
unless the Executive Director… determines the activity does not involve the
removal of major vegetation.” The “Repair, Maintenance and Utility Hookups”
exceptions don’t apply, however, if “a proposed activity will have a risk of
substantial adverse impact on …[an] environmentally sensitive habitat area.”
Therefore, even removal of less than 500 square feet may constitute removal
of major vegetation if there is a risk of substantial adverse impacts on ESHA
which would trigger the requirement to apply for a permit.
Given the regulatory landscape at the time Caltrans allegedly last graded the
bluff on the subject site sometime in the early 1970s, any further
maintenance, including disking, mowing or weedwacking would have
required review under Prop 20 or the Coastal Act. If the maintenance
occurred prior to 1973, at least CEQA review would have been required to
determine if the maintenance activities would have had a significant effect on
the environment. Later, under Prop 20 or the Coastal Act, review would have
been required to determine if the site generated major vegetation in the
growing season such that removal of the vegetation would constitute
development under the Coastal Act, thereby requiring application for and
approval of a CDP. Based on the biological data, there is substantial
evidence, including photographic evidence (e.g. letters from Hamilton
Biological dated December 10, 2009, May 25, 2010, and December 11, 2010),
to support the conclusion that coastal sage scrub grows back to a level of 2-3
feet within each growing season—approximately from late fall through spring.
The Commission’s staff ecologist, Dr. Engel, has concluded that the
regrowing Encelia scrub would be utilized by gnatcatchers for foraging, and
potentially nesting, especially if the vegetation were not mowed (See
biological memorandum). In an Attorney General Opinion, dated April 6,
1978, the Attorney General found that coastal sage scrub is considered major
vegetation because “it is part of a vegetative community which provides
habitats for certain plant and animal species found only in certain coastal
areas of Southern California.” (Cal.Atty.Gen., Indexed Letter, No. SO 77/39,
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page 8 (April 6, 1978) (hereafter IL 77/39)). Therefore, it is apparent that the
vegetation on the site, even when mowed annually, rises to the level of major
vegetation.
The City has not submitted any evidence that suggests that major vegetation
never existed on the site from 1973 to the present day. It has submitted aerial
images from February 1965, August 1968, January 1973 and November 1974,
which depict the site as practically barren. The City also submitted two
letters from a retired fire inspector, Russell Cheek, and Fire Marshal Steve
Bunting, both alleging that Caltrans and the City have abated weeds on the
property from 1979 to present. Mr. Cheek claims that his mentor, Al Haskell,
who was responsible for the weed abatement program in Newport Beach
“since the early 70s”, told him that Caltrans “was very good about ‘disking’
the property at the beginning of fire season each year and never had to be
asked.” Mr. Cheek did not provide a precise date as to when his mentor
began his duties under the weed abatement program, so it is not clear
whether his knowledge extended to activities that occurred prior to the
effective date of Prop 20. Mr. Bunting also claims that the City’s Fire
Department has “physical record of abatement at the site dat[ing] back to
1997.” The City has not submitted this “physical record of abatement” to the
Commission nor explained what it may contain. Mr. Bunting also noted “that
[he] never needed to worry about the site because ‘Caltrans always took care
of it’ [quoting Mr. Cheek, his predecessor].” The City has not submitted a log
(physical record) or other documentation that indicates the Fire Department
ever actually checked the subject site when it was allegedly disked, mowed or
weed wacked. To the contrary, the City has submitted evidence that suggest
that the site supported major vegetation in 1997 and 1999. The City submitted
two “Newport Beach Fire and Marine Department Complaint Report[s]”. In
1997, the complainant, “Georgia,” complained that the subject site was
“overgrown, dead brush and weeds.” In 1999, the complainant, Vivian Cellni,
complained that “the lot is a fire hazard—high weeds present.” While these
complainants are likely not qualified to determine whether or not their
observations of the overgrown weeds and brush were healthy stands of
vegetation, it is definitely suggestive that the vegetation could very well reach
the level of major vegetation, especially when the site supports gnatcatcher
foraging and/or nesting. Therefore, given the foregoing, the City has not
submitted substantial evidence that no major vegetation ever existed on site
since the effective date of Prop 20 or the Coastal Act.
The City argues that the weed abatement activities on the subject property are
necessary to abate a nuisance and that the Commission, pursuant to Section
30005 of the Coastal Act, the Commission is precluded from limiting the
power of any city or county to declare, prohibit, and abate a nuisance. The
City of Newport Beach Municipal Code, section 10.48.020, authorizes the Fire
Marshal to declare a public nuisance and abate when a fire hazard is present
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on property within the city. The Fire Marshal, however, must follow specific
procedures when it declares a public nuisance, including the following:

10.48.030 Notice of Nuisance.
A. Notice of Nuisance. The Fire Marshal shall give written notice to the owner
of record to abate the nuisance within thirty (30) days. The notice of nuisance
shall state that the property owner is required to abate the nuisance, shall state
the nature of the nuisance to be abated, what is required to abate it, and that if
the nuisance is not abated the City may take further action which may include:
(1) the City, or its contractor, may enter upon the parcel of land and remove or
otherwise eliminate or abate the hazard; (2) that upon completion of such work
the cost thereof, including Nuisance Abatement Services, can be billed to the
property owner or can become a special assessment against that parcel; and (3)
that upon City Council confirmation of the assessment and recordation of that
order, a lien may be attached to the parcel to be collected on the next regular
property tax bill levied against the parcel.
B. Notice of Abatement Proceedings. Whenever the Fire Marshal or a designee
determines that a nuisance exists and the owner of a property fails to properly
abate the nuisance, the Fire Marshal is ordered to take appropriate correction
actions based upon those findings. The Fire Marshal shall notify the owner of
affected properties, as shown on the latest equalized tax assessment roll, by mail,
of intention to abate the nuisance.
C. Service of Notice. Notices shall be mailed by certified and regular first class
mail to the address of the property owner not less than fifteen (15) days prior to
the date of the proposed abatement. Failure of any owner, or any party
concerned to receive a notice shall not affect the validity of any proceeding
taken, if the procedure for service of notice has been followed.
D. Appeal. The property owner may appeal the decision of the Fire Marshal
requiring the abatement of the nuisance by sending a written appeal to the Fire
Chief requesting a hearing with the City Manager within ten days of the notice.
(Ord. 2001-2 § 3, 2001: Ord. 1194 § 2 (part), 1966)

While the City submitted letters from a retired Fire Inspector and the Current
Fire Marshal, neither letter cites to actual nuisance declarations, nor did the
City submit evidence that it followed the proper nuisance declaration
procedures applicable to the Fire Marshal. Assuming, for the sake of
argument, that the City followed the proper procedures to declare and abate a
nuisance, its weed abatement activities exceed what is necessary to abate the
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nuisance. “[W]here a local government properly declares a nuisance and
requires abatement measures that are narrowly targeted at abating the
declared nuisance, those measures do not require a [CDP]. On the other
hand, a CDP is required if the development “activity exceeds the amount
necessary” “simply to abate the nuisance” (Citizens For A Better Eureka v.
California Coastal Commission (2011) 196 Cal.App.4th 1577, 1585.) The
following analysis illustrates that the City’s mowing of the entire subject site
did not comply with the City’s own requirements and exceeds the amount of
abatement activity necessary to abate the alleged nuisance.

Without evidence that the Fire Marshal ever declared a public nuisance on the
subject site, the City could potentially be entitled to weed abate without a
CDP—depending on whether or not such abatement follows the proper
regulatory protocols—consistent with the maximum allowance under its
Municipal Code and the California Fire Code (Fire Code), which the City
adopted, and incorporated by reference into its own Municipal Fire Code
(Newport Beach Municipal Code, § 9.04.010). The City asserts that the subject
parcel has recently been designated as a “High Fire Hazard Severity Zone,”
consistent with Government Code sections 51175 through 51189 and as
mandated by SB 1595.4 The City also claims that the subject property is a
“Special Fire Protection Area” pursuant to Chapter 49 of the Fire code
because the vegetation abuts the adjacent condominium development. To
qualify as a “High Fire Hazard Severity Zone,” the City must designate the
area as such a zone by ordinance (either 120 days after the Director of
Forestry and Fire Protection so designates such a zone in a city or when the
city designates the zone under its own discretion, supported by substantial
evidence in the record that the zone is necessary for effective fire protection
within the area) and post a notice at the office of the county recorder, county
assessor, and county planning agency identifying the location of the map
provided by the director or, if a city designates a zone without the director’s
finding, then identify the location of the amended map. (Govt. Code, § 51179.)
To date, the City has not submitted materials to the Commission illustrating
statutory compliance with Government Code section 51179 that support its
claim that the subject property is a “High Fire Hazard Severity Zone” subject
to different fuel modification standards. In fact, Mr. Bunting, the Fire Marshal,
indicates in his letter that the Fire Department does not apply the Hazard
Reduction and Fuel Modification regulations enforced throughout the City’s
Special Fire Protection Areas for the subject property. Nonetheless, even if
the City’s subject parcel is designated a “High Fire Hazard Severity Zone,” the
4

Effective January 1, 2009, SB 1595 amended existing Public Resources Code sections
4202 and 4291 and existing Government Code sections 51175, 51177, 51178, 51182,
51183 and 51189.
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relevant Municipal Fire Code Ordinance provisions dictate the following
(emphasis (bold) added):
9.04.120 Amendments to Chapter 49 Requirements for Wildland-Urban
Interface Fire Areas.
Chapter 49 has been deleted and amended to read as follows:
SECTION 4901 CLEARANCE OF BRUSH FROM STRUCTURES
4901.1 General. Each person or entity who owns, leases, controls, operates,
or maintains any parcel of land within or adjacent to a designated Special Fire
Protection Area(s) or Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone shall comply with
the requirements of Chapter 49 to maintain a defensible space to protect
structures within Special Fire Protection Area(s).
Persons owning, leasing, controlling, operating, or maintaining buildings or
structures requiring defensible spaces shall be responsible for modifying or
removing non-fire resistive vegetation.
These regulations apply to all parcels of land within the City of Newport Beach
Special Fire Protection Areas, which directly abut wildland space or a
designated fuel modification zone on one or more sides.
4903.2 Shrubs and bushes. All shrubs and bushes located within 100 feet
(30.48 m) of any portion of a building shall comply with the following
guidelines:
(For Fuel Modification Zones: All shrubs and bushes located between a
structure and the edge of the “A” Zone proximal to the structure.)
A. All dead and dying growth shall be removed from shrubs and bushes.
B. All shrubs and bushes not on the fire resistive plant list shall have a
minimum separation of ten feet apart branch tip to branch tip.
C. One to three shrubs and bushes together in a small group can be
considered a single bush if properly maintained.
D. All shrubs and bushes that are listed on the fire resistive plant list need not
be separated if properly maintained as determined by the fire code official.
E. For the purpose of firefighter entrance and egress, a minimum of three feet
of access shall be provided along both sides of any structure.
4903.3 Ground cover. All ground cover located within 100 feet (30.48 m) of any
portion of a structure shall comply with the following guidelines:
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(For Fuel Modification Zones: All ground cover located between a structure
and the edge of the “A” Zone proximal to the structure.)
A. Ground cover that is properly planted, irrigated, and maintained is
permitted within the defensible space.
B. Non-planted areas may be covered with a maximum of five inches (127 mm)
of chipped biomass or its equivalent.
C. All ground cover that is either dead and/or dying shall be removed.

Considering the foregoing Municipal Ordinance provisions, the City could
potentially be entitled to clear within 100 feet of any portion of a structure with
such clearance subject to the foregoing restrictions. Notably, only “ground
cover that is either dead and/or dying shall be removed” while only “dead or
dying growth shall be removed from shrubs and bushes.” The Municipal Fire
Code does not allow for removal of vegetation in “High Fire Hazard Severity
Zones” unless that vegetation is dead or dying. These fuel modification
measures in these high fire hazard zones are narrowly tailored to address fire
suppression. The City cites to Sections 304.1.1 and 304.1.2 of the Fire Code to
support its claim that its weed abatement activities are consistent with the
Fire Code. These provisions, however, don’t apply to the City’s claimed “High
Fire Hazard Severity Zone” designation for the subject city parcel. Section
304.1.1 doesn’t apply because that section addresses removal of waste or
rubbish from vacant lots, a situation that is not present on the subject site.
Section 304.1.2, which addresses removal of growth that is capable of being
ignited on a vacant lot, also doesn’t apply here because the City must adhere
to fuel modification standards consistent with the City’s claimed “High Fire
Hazard Severity Zone” designation for the subject city parcel—the provisions
noted above apply to such zones. Clearly, if the City has established strict
guidelines for fuel modification in “High Fire Hazard Severity Zones“ that
minimize severe fire hazards, then abatement of a nuisance that presents a
fire hazard for the public would logically follow a similar fuel modification
path. Thus, the City has not narrowly or carefully tailored its activity of
nuisance abatement on the subject property through mowing and/or weed
wacking the vegetation throughout most of the subject property, well beyond
the 100 feet from the condominium structures adjacent to its parcel and not
limited to just dead or dying growth on shrubs and bushes or dead and/or
dying ground cover. Therefore, any mowing/weed abatement beyond what is
necessary to abate the nuisance requires a coastal development permit if
such mowing/weed abatement removes major vegetation.
In sum, staff finds that (1) the subject site supports the existence of major
vegetation during the growing season, (2) the City has not submitted
substantial evidence to indicate that the subject site does not support the
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existence of major vegetation, (3) the City has not submitted documentation
that shows that it has followed proper nuisance declaration and abatement
procedures for weed abatement on the subject property and (4) even if the
City properly declared a nuisance on the subject property, the City’s alleged
weed abatement nuisance activities are not narrowly or carefully tailored to
abate the alleged nuisance. Thus, based on evidence currently available to
staff, it appears that the City’s mowing activities constitute unpermitted
development.
1C. Mowing Conclusion
When the Commission considers evidence of resources existing on a proposed
project site where unpermitted development has taken place, it evaluates the extent
of the resources on a subject site as though the unpermitted development had not
occurred….

4. Alternatives:
REVISIONS TO STAFF REPORT
Deletions are marked in strike-out text. Additions are marked in bold, underlined text.:
Revise the last paragraph of page 31 as follows:
According to the applicant, there are significant constraints associated with an
entrance road for the project site. These include: 1) A Deed restriction which
includes a prohibition on abutter’s rights of access and a scenic easement
which prohibits pavement on 4.5 acres of the City parcel adjacent to Coast Highway
(Exhibit 2) ; 2) an intersection of two major streets adjacent to the site; 3)
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas on West Coast Highway on the NBR parcel
and a portion of the City parcel; 4) a wetland on the slopes of the property adjacent
to Superior Avenue; 5) Steeply sloping, curved Superior Avenue; and 6) a large
difference in elevation between adjacent roadways and average elevation of project
site.
Revise the second paragraph on page 32 as follows:
The City’s alternatives analysis indicates that access from West Coast Highway on
the City parcel is not feasible due to restrictions on the use of the property, the
adjacent intersection, and inadequate deceleration distance. The City parcel was
transferred to the City along with a restriction that prohibited pavement or structures
within a scenic easement area that was imposed by CalTrans located along West
Coast Highway, and a prohibition on abutter’s rights of access from West
Coast Highway. The City has argued that removal of the restrictions would result
in re-assesment of the value of the property and potentially require additional
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payment to the state if the property is re-assessed at a higher value. The City has
also argued that traffic constraints create a safety hazard with an entrance from
Superior Avenue. The City has stated that an entrance road from West Coast
Highway would conflict with the two existing right turn lanes leading from Superior
Avenue onto West Coast Highway, and a merge lane where West Coast Highway
narrows to three lanes. The City parcel is 350 feet long, and would therefore not be
able to meet a stopping distance of 500 feet, which the City states is necessary in
order to ensure traffic safety.
Revise the second paragraph on Page 33 of the staff report as follows:
The Commission has also received a review of potential park access roads from the
Banning Ranch Conservancy dated September 16, 2011, prepared by Mr. Tom
Brohard, a licensed traffic engineer. The analysis contradicts the City’s analysis,
and states that an accessway on the City’s property on West Coast Highway would
meet the required safety standards. Specifically, Mr. Brohard states that an
alternative accessway on West Coast Highway on the City’s parcel would meet
required stopping distances. It remains that the proposed alternative would not be
consistent with the scenic easement/deed restriction imposed by CalTrans on the
City parcel which prohibits pavement. The Banning Ranch Conservancy argues
that the City could likely successfully petition CalTrans to modify that
easement/restriction in a way that wouldn’t change the value of the property. The
City and the Banning Ranch Conservancy have submitted letters from
licensed engineers which come to different conclusions regarding whether an
alternative accessway directly from Coast Highway to the City parcel would
meet traffic safety requirements. The difference in opinions between licensed
professionals indicates that the identified alternative accessway may be a
feasible alternative, and merits further investigation. However, the analysis
does indicate that the traffic safety constraints on the property are less severe than
initially indicated. Therefore, depending on whether the city is able to establish
a right to have undertaken clearing of vegetation on the property, there may be
alternative park designs or access road locations which may provide an active park
on the subject site but with fewer impacts to coastal resources.
Legislative Intent of SB 124

Insert the following passage immediately preceding the Conclusion section of page 35:
The City has stated that creation of a passive park on the site “would be in
direct contravention of the State Legislature’s intent as per SB 124.” The only
reference in the Bill Analysis to an active park is a statement that it is the
City’s intent to build baseball and soccer fields, etc. There is no indication
that the legislature itself based its decision to allow the transfer because an
active park was proposed. Rather, the main concern was that the City was
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going to preserve the area as parkland for public benefit and that they weren’t
going to use if for anything other than a park.
In cases of statutory interpretation, the court’s fundamental task is to
determine the Legislature’s intent to determine the purpose of a law. (Baker
v. Worker’s Comp. Appeals Bd. (2011) 52 Cal.4th 434, 442.) The text of the
statute is the “best indicator of legislative intent” and the courts may “reject
literal construction that is contrary to the legislative intent apparent in the
statute or that would lead to absurd results.” (Ibid.) Thus, the court’s “first
task is to look to the language of the statute itself. When the language is clear
and there is not uncertainty as to the legislative intent, [the court] look[s] no
further and simply enforce[s] the statute according to its terms.” (Ibid.) Given
this judicial method for statutory interpretation, it is clear that the language of
SB 124 does not explicitly prohibit the development of a passive park.
Rather, the legislature, in its statutory transfer under SB 124, transferred the
property to the City for state park purposes. There is no other conditional
language indicating that the park shall be active or otherwise. Thus, the
statutory language is clear that there is no limiting language regarding the
type of park contemplated under SB 124. As such, there is no need to use
statutory interpretation using legislative history to interpret the statute.
Therefore, the City’s position that the legislative history informs the statutory
interpretation regarding the use of the property is an entirely unnecessary
application of statutory construction/interpretation.
Even if the City was correct in its assertion that SB 124 should be subject to
interpretation using legislative history (implying that the plain language of the
text was ambiguous), the City mischaracterized the intent of SB 124. While
the City is correct that the legislative history is informative, perhaps
determinative, when a court interprets a statute, there is nothing in the
referenced legislative history mandating that the City has to build an active
park on the transferred property.

Reduced Intensity of Use
The City’s letter states that a reduced intensity of active uses on the site would not result in
lower impacts on the site.
Revise the last paragraph of page 34 of the staff report as follows:
Reducing the intensity of use on the site would reduce the impacts on adjacent
ESHA, and the amount of mitigation necessary to offset the impacts of
development. Projects with lesser intensity on the site could include a passive park
or an active park with a smaller amount of active uses. A Passive park would
include trails, benches, and picnic areas, but would not include active sports fields.
Depending on whether the city is able to establish a right to have undertaken
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clearing of vegetation on the property, the City may also be able to consider
Aan active sports park with a reduced number of sports fields would be redesigned
to reduce the number of active sports fields on the site and increase the amount of
passive use. A park that was instead designed for a lower intensity of active
use, such as unscheduled sports activities by members of the community,
might also result in a lower parking requirement. Either the passive or reduced
active alternative would reduce required parking amounts, and may be able to
utilize existing parking resources, such as the existing parking lot and the atgrade pedestrian crossing located on Superior Avenue, and not require
construction of an access road. Existing gravel roads on the NBR parcel, or new
gravel roads on the City parcel may be able to serve maintenance vehicles for
the park, and avoid the construction of a new paved access road. A park with
increased amount of passive uses could also include resources which would serve
to enhance wildlife habitat, such as additional forage and nesting areas for the
California gnatcatcher, to offset impacts associated with the development.

5. 30254 Growth Inducing Development/Piecemealing
Eliminate Section 3. Growth Inducing Development, on page 33 of the staff report. Insert
the following section into Section K., CEQA, on page 45 of the staff report, before the last
paragraph:
Piecemealing
The City argues that the Commission cannot consider Newport Banning Ranch’s
proposed access road, Bluff Road, as delineated in its Draft Environmental Impact
Report (DEIR), in the Commission’s review of the City’s proposed access road. That
proposal, however, is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the proposed
access road easement parcel, such that the Commission may not disregard it in its
review. As a responsible agency under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), the Commission is required to make specific findings that evaluate the
conformity of proposed development with the requirements of Public Resources
Code, section 21080.5(d)(2)(A)—a provision governing a responsible agency’s
duties as a certified agency. Under section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of the Public Resources
Code, the Commission must ensure that “an activity will not be approved or
adopted as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation
measures available that would substantially lessen a significant adverse effect that
the activity may have on the environment.” While the CEQA guidelines do not
directly apply to the Commission’s review of a project, the Commission,
nonetheless “is subject to the broad policy goals and substantive standards of
CEQA” when it conducts its environmental review and prepares its staff report.
(California Sportfishing Protection Alliance v. State Water Resources Control Bd.
(2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 1625, 1643.)
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CEQA requires project proponents to submit a project in its entirety, rather than in a
piecemeal manner. The Commission must review a project in a manner that
requires an evaluation of all environmental impacts. Without a full picture of the
environmental impacts in its review, the Commission cannot determine whether or
not proposed feasible alternatives or mitigation measures will adequately lessen
any significant adverse effect that the proposed project may have on the
environment. Consistent with substantive standards under CEQA, the
Commission’s staff report “must include an analysis of the environmental effects of
future expansion or other action if: (1) it is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of
the initial project; and (2) the future expansion or action will be significant in that it
will likely change the scope or nature of the initial project or its environmental
effects.” (Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California
(1988) 47 Cal. 3d 376, 397.) First, the City’s next door neighbor and the party who
has granted the access agreement, Newport Banning Ranch, has submitted an
application for a significant residential/commercial/open space development project
on its property, including an access road on the Newport Banning Ranch parcel
subject to the access agreement. All of the Newport Banning Ranch property is
within the Coastal Zone and its proposed project is subject to the Commission’s
jurisdiction. The City has already circulated a DEIR on September 9, 2011 for the
proposed Newport Banning Ranch development. Newport Banning Ranch has
submitted plans that show that its access road, a four-lane thoroughfare with a bike
lane in each direction, will be aligned with the City’s proposed access road for the
park. The following is the summary of the project’s extent as provided on the Office
of Planning and Research’s CEQA Clearinghouse website:
Note: Review per lead The Project would allow for the development of the
approximately 401.1-acre site with 1,375 residential dwelling units (du); 75,000
s.f. of commercial uses, a 75-room resort inn with ancillary resort uses, and
approximately 51.4 gross acres for active and passive park uses including
26.8-gross-acre public Community Park. Approximately 252.3 gross acres
would be retained in permanent open space. The project site's existing
surface oil production activities located throughout the site would be
consolidated into approximately 16.5 acres. The remaining surface oil
production facilities would be abandoned/re-abandoned, remediated for
development, and/or remediated and restored as natural open space. The
proposed Project includes the development of a vehicular and a non-vehicular
circulation system for automobiles, bicycles, and pedestrians, including a
pedestrian and bicycle bridge from the project site across West Coast Hwy.

Furthermore, the City and Newport Banning Ranch’s easement agreement requires
that the City proposes and builds its access road on the easement parcel in
alignment with Newport Banning Ranch’s proposed access road for its development
project. Specifically, section 3.4 of the easement agreement states:
3.4 Access Road Improvements. In general, City will design and construct
the Access Road Improvements from West Coast highway to SRP [Sunset
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Ridge Park] to match the proposed vertical and horizontal alignment of the
east side of the proposed Bluff Road [for the Newport Banning Ranch
development]….

While not explicit, it is apparent to staff that the City’s proposed active park and
access road are integral components for the proposed Newport Banning Ranch
development, which is immediately adjacent to the proposed park and some of
which is proposed to be sited on the City’s proposed access road. Therefore, the
proposed Newport Banning Ranch road is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of
the City’s proposed access road to the park.
Second, the proposed future expansion, by Newport Banning Ranch, of the City’s
proposed access road will be significant because it will likely change the scope or
nature of the initial project and its environmental effects. The current proposed
access road alignment would be sited adjacent to ESHA on each side of the road.
The Commission has typically imposed buffers of 50-100 feet for gnatcatcheroccupied ESHA and generally imposed restoration conditions in the buffer area if
the buffer distance from ESHA is 50 feet to minimize habitat fragmentation caused
by the development. In consideration of the resources along the access road, the
expansion of the roadway to accommodate Newport Banning Ranch’s proposed
“Bluff Road” would create another two lanes along the west side of the City’s
proposed access road and bike lanes for each direction. This road expansion would
result in a significant increase in the intensity of use of the road of the City’s
proposed road and reduce or eliminate any buffer area between the expanded road
and the adjacent ESHA or possibly travel through ESHA, likely changing the scope
and nature of the road’s environmental impacts. Therefore, since the Commission
doesn’t have the Newport Banning Ranch development proposal in front of it for
consideration, the Commission cannot find that the City’s proposed access road is
consistent with CEQA and the Coastal Act because the entirety of the environmental
impacts cannot be determined and thus the Commission cannot assess whether
any proposed feasible alternatives or mitigation measures are adequate to address
the incomplete assessment of environmental impacts.

6. Marine Resources
REVISIONS TO STAFF REPORT
Deletions are marked in strike-out text. Additions are marked in bold, underlined text.:
Revise the first paragraph of Section 2, Wetlands and Wetland Buffers, on page 40 of the
staff report, as follows:
Aside from the potential vernal pools, two several wetlands are located on the
property. An area with hydric soils has been identified outside of the footprint
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of the project, to the west of ESHA West. An area with riparian vegetation and
hydric soils is located within ESHA West, and has been mapped by Bon Terra as
containing 'Willow Scrub' vegetation that passed the prevalence and dominance
tests for wetland vegetation at point 2 on Figure 8 of the Biological Memo. A
series of wetland seeps are located on the slope of the City parcel adjacent to
Superior Avenue. The applicant has submitted a letter from Leighton
Geotechnical regarding the Superior Avenue wetlands stating that based on
their current understanding of the grading, the seepage of water to the
Superior Avenue wetland will not be impacted by the proposed development.
The biological memorandum regarding the project states:

Revise the third and fourth paragraphs of page 41 as follows:
The Commission has typically required buffers of at least 100 feet for development
adjacent to wetlands. The proposed project would not meet the Commission's
typically applied buffer requirement of 100 feet. The wetland within at the northern
portion of ESHA West would be within approximately 30 feet of grading limits for
the road, and within approximately 55 feet of the proposed access road.
The wetland located along Superior Avenue would be located approximately 40 feet
from the edge of grading. The applicant has submitted a letter from a
geotechnical engineer stating that observed water flow to the Superior
Avenue wetland will not be disrupted as a result of the proposed project, and
has agreed to remove invasive Pampas Grass from the Superior Avenue
wetland. Based on the available documentation indicating that the wetland is
degraded, and that grading associated with the project will not impact the
Superior Avenue wetland, a reduction in buffers from 100 feet may be
appropriate. If appropriately conditioned to ensure that the proposed project
did not result in adverse impacts to the wetland at Superior Avenue, the
proposed development adjacent to the Superior Avenue wetland may be
consistent with the wetland protection policies of the Coastal Act.

The hydrological changes to the wetlands at the northern portion of ESHA West
that would occur as a result of the grading were not identified by the applicant. The
proposed buffers may not be adequate to protect the wetlands adjacent from
impacts associated with the development. Therefore, further investigations on the
hydrological and resource impacts associated with development of the park need to
be considered.

7, 8.. Expansion of ESHA, Deed Restrictions,
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The City states in its letter that the conditions recommended for the proposed project are
unrelated to the proposed project, and represent an effort to preclude future development
of Newport Banning Ranch. As stated in the staff report, the proposed project will result in
impacts relating to: habitat fragmentation, increased levels of pollutants, increases in nonnative species, increases in predation of the gnatcatcher, disturbance of ESHA, elimination
of gnatcatcher and raptor foraging habitat. To ensure the continuance of ESHA, buffers
should be provided around the ESHA identified on the site.
The staff report and biological memorandum states that the buffers should also be
restricted to ensure that the buffers are sufficient to protect adjacent ESHA. The biological
memorandum states:
Car trip estimates for the park are 173 per day which is a low impact traffic pattern;
the use intensity of the road will be comparatively less than with most other types of
development (e.g. housing, commercial, etc.). This low level of impact is a key
factor in my determination that reducing the buffer from 100 feet to 50 feet along the
entrance road is acceptable in this particular case. If the anticipated traffic estimates
were larger, or were to increase, I believe that this would constitute a significant
impact on the gnatcatcher habitat and a reduction to a 50 foot buffer along the
proposed park entrance road would no longer be appropriate.
As stated in the staff report, the Commission has typically required buffers to be restricted
against future development, and has required those buffers to be vegetated when required
to offset the impacts of adjacent development and increase habitat values. The City’s
certified Land Use Plan, which has not been certified for Newport Banning Ranch, also
requires buffers to be conserved or dedicated to ensure that the land is conserved in
perpetuity.
Insert the following as the first full paragraph of page 25:
The City has stated that they believe the landowner would agree to expand
CSS habitat and impose an Open Space Deed Restriction on an area located
to the north of ESHA East, but not adjacent to the proposed roadway.
However, the habitat and deed restriction in this area would not be able to
protect the western boundary of ESHA East, and would therefore not be
sufficient to avoid significant disruption of the Environmentally Sensitive
Habitat located in ESHA East.

9. Foreclosing of the Circulation Plan for the County and Surrounding Cities
The staff report for the proposed project does not require the elimination of Bluff Road
arterial from the County’s Master Plan of Arterial Highways. Consideration of the
construction of the larger Bluff Road, or the alteration of the circulation element of Newport
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Beach should be evaluated via an LCP Amendment, rather than a Coastal Development
Permit, to adequately consider regional implications.
10. 5th Amendment Takings Allegations
Insert the following sections on page 34 of the staff report, after the first paragraph
but before Section D. Alternatives to Proposed Project
4.

Regulatory Takings Allegation

The City argues that the Commission’s consideration of conditions, had it
decided to approve the project, related to deed restricting the adjacent areas
along the access road to ensure that there is an adequate buffer from the
adjacent ESHA constitutes an unconstitutional regulatory taking as dictated
under case law, commonly referred to as Nollan and Dolan. Under Nollan v.
California Coastal Commission (1987) 483 U.S. 825 and Dolan v. City of Tigard
(1994) 512 U.S. 374, if a governmental agency requires exaction of a property
interest as a condition of approval of a project, then (1) the exaction must
have a “nexus” with the government purpose relied upon for the exaction and
(2) the exaction must be roughly proportional “in nature and extent to the
impact of the proposed development.” (Nollan v. California Coastal
Commission (1987) 483 U.S. 825, 837; Dolan v. City of Tigard (1994) 512 U.S.
374, 391.) As noted, these principles only apply to situations where a
governmental agency is requiring an exaction as a condition for approval of a
project. Here, the Commission is recommending denial of the City’s proposed
project. Therefore, the Nollan and Dollan principles are inapplicable to the
present case.
5.

Physical Takings Allegation

The City argues that “the Commission’s suggested alternative of a narrower
road…that would require the city, in effect, to condemn NBR’s underlying fee
interest in the property subject to the access easement.” The Fifth
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and Article 1, section 19 of the California
Constitution provide that private property may not be taken for public use
without just compensation. The Coastal Act, section 30010 prohibits the
Commission from granting or denying a project in a manner which will take or
damage private property for public use, without the payment of just
compensation for the taking. Before one can make a claim that his or her
private property has suffered a taking for public use, there must be an action
imposed by the government that effectuates a physical taking. The City
argues that imposition of a condition requiring a deed restricted area adjacent
to the proposed access road and that the area be planted with coastal sage
scrub species would constitute a physical taking of Newport Banning Ranch’s
property. Here, the Commission is recommending denial of the project and
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thus is not imposing any conditions on the project applicant. Therefore, there
is no governmental action that would result in the physical taking of private
property for public use without just compensation.
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Gnatcatcher
The proposed project site is occupied by gnatcatchers and is located within Unit 7 (CentralCoastal NCCP Subregions of Orange County) of designated critical habitat for the gnatcatcher
(72 FR 72010). This area was designated because it is contiguous with the 400-acre Banning
Ranch property, which contains high quality habitat and a dense population of gnatcatchers.
Unit 7, as a whole, serves to link populations of gnatcatchers located in southern Orange County
with those in northern Orange County and Riverside County. The number of gnatcatcher
territories documented on or directly adjacent to the park site has ranged from 0 to 2 each year
(Enclosure Part II). Based on our review of the project and the City’s commitment to implement
specific measures to avoid and minimize impacts to gnatcatchers, we do not expect construction
or operation of the Sunset Ridge Park Project to “harm” gnatcatchers1. In addition, the project
site will continue to support gnatcatcher habitat and to maintain connectivity with gnatcatchers
on the Banning Ranch property. Thus, the ecological role and function of designated critical
habitat will not be precluded by the project2.
The project avoids the primary breeding season use areas where gnatcatchers have been
observed since 1992. Project impacts to foraging and sheltering habitat that are primarily used
outside of the breeding season are temporary and sufficient habitat is available adjacent to the
project site to allow gnatcatcher pairs located in the project vicinity to compensate for the
temporary loss of habitat through minor adjustments to their non-breeding season use areas.
Proposed habitat restoration/enhancement will improve the quality and quantity of breeding
habitat and will increase the likelihood of a breeding pair becoming re-established on the project
site in an area that has not been used for breeding by gnatcatchers since 2006. Re-vegetation of
a portion of the park landscaping with native scrub species will provide supplemental foraging
habitat for gnatcatchers. The proposed access road, as designed, will allow gnatcatchers to
continue to disperse between habitat within the project site and habitat on the Banning Ranch
property, and management of all gnatcatcher habitat areas within the site will maintain the
quality of habitat over the long term and support recovery of the species (Enclosure Part III).
Consequently, when considering potential impacts to gnatcatcher, we have determined that the
proposed project is in compliance with the Endangered Species Act.
1

Section 9 of the Endangered Species Act prohibits the take of endangered and threatened species without special
exemption. Take is defined as to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, collect, or to attempt
to engage in any such conduct. Harm is further defined by the Fish and Wildlife Service to include significant
habitat modification or degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by significantly impairing
essential behavior patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering.
2
The Endangered Species Act requires consultation with our agency to address potential impacts on critical habitat
for projects carried out, funded, or authorize by a Federal agency to ensure that their actions will not destroy or
adversely modify critical habitat. A critical habitat designation generally has no effect on situations that do not
involve a Federal agency such as this project that involves no Federal funding or permit. Our conclusion in this
letter concerning potential effects of the project on critical habitat is provided for information purposes only and
does not address a regulatory requirement.
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We recommend the City include the following additional measures to further discourage nonnatives from encroaching into surrounding native vegetation and to increase the quality and
quantity of gnatcatcher habitat on the project site:
x

Remove invasive species (e.g., Cortaderia sp., Carpobrotus edulis) from areas outside
the grading limits (Figure 1, “Existing – Not to Be Disturbed” and “Existing – Disturbed,
Non-Native”).

x

Remove non-native species that are similar in appearance to invasive species
(e.g., Pennisetum sp.) from the plant planting list to avoid inadvertent replacement with
invasive varieties in the future.

x

To reduce maintenance costs associated with maintaining gnatcatcher habitat areas,
remove non-native species from the planting list that have a propensity for dispersal
(e.g., Acacia sp.).

x

Reseeding or replant graded areas adjacent gnatcatcher habitat areas (e.g., Figure 1,
“Entry Area”) with appropriate native species (e.g., coastal sage scrub and native
grassland in upland areas or mulefat and willow cuttings in areas with sufficient water).

Vernal Pools
We have reviewed information regarding potential vernal pools within the project area provided
by the Banning Ranch Conservancy and Bonterra Consulting (Enclosure, Part IV). Four
potential vernal pools have been identified on the site (VP 34, 35, 36, and 39). A dry season
survey was conducted in VP 39, and no cysts of any fairy shrimp species were detected in the
samples collected. Based on our review of available information, we have determined that,
given the apparent lack of vernal pool indicators in these pools, protocol surveys would not
normally be conducted for federally listed fairy shrimp at this site; therefore, we do not
recommend additional surveys.
Burrowing Owls
Burrowing owls are not federally listed under the Endangered Species Act but are protected
under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, which prohibits killing or injuring adults and destroying
active nests. No wintering or breeding burrowing owls were detected on the project site during
surveys conducted in 2009 in accordance with the California Burrowing Owl Consortium
recommended guidelines (Bonterra Consulting 2009a). However, given the presence of suitable
habitat on project site, the City will conduct pre-construction surveys for burrowing owls to
ensure no adults and/or active burrows are impacted by construction activities (Bonterra
Consulting 2009b). Because focused surveys have been completed and measures are in place to
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Enclosure
Sunset Ridge Park Project, City of Newport Beach, California
Part 1 Project Design and Avoidance Measures
In coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
(CFWO), the City of Newport Beach (City) has committed to implement the following design
features and avoidance measures as part of the Sunset Ridge Park Project to avoid and minimize
impacts to the Federal listed coastal California gnatcatcher (“gnatcatcher”).
Project Design (refer to Figure 1):
1. The City will restore 1.90 acres of coastal sage scrub (Expanded CSS) and enhance 0.80
acre of degraded coastal sage scrub through the removal of non-native plants (Existing
Disturbed CSS) within the project area.
a. Prior to initiating impacts to gnatcatcher habitat, the City will submit and obtain
approval from the CFWO of a coastal sage scrub restoration and enhancement
plan addressing a minimum of 2.70 acres. The plan will include a description and
map of the habitats to be created, methods of site preparation and planting, a plant
palette, and a 5-year monitoring and maintenance plan with specific quantitative
performance criteria for evaluating the progress of the habitat creation efforts.
Maintenance and monitoring will continue until the 2.0 acres include: a) greater
than 75 percent absolute cover by native species, b) 0 percent non-native invasive
species, and c) a species diversity greater than or equal to the baseline condition.
b. The restoration area will be without irrigation for a minimum of 1 year and the
irrigation system will be removed prior to determining that success criteria have
been met.
c. Implementation of the restoration and enhancement plan will be initiated
concurrently with construction of the park.
2. The City will provide additional foraging habitat for the gnatcatcher within
approximately 4.65 acres of landscaped park areas. Revisions to the proposed plant
pallet in these areas will be reviewed and approved by the CFWO prior to the initiation of
construction.
a. The 1.60-acre Streetscape Slope will be minimally irrigated and consist primarily
of native plants of the coastal sage scrub vegetation community (e.g., Encelia
californica, Artemesia californica, Eriogonum fasciculatum, Rhus integrifolia,
Isocoma menziesii).
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b. The 0.5-acre Water Infiltration Area will include mulefat scrub (Baccharis
salicifolia).
c. The 2.55-acre Residential Buffer located along the northern boundary of the park
will include native scrub species compliant with the Orange County Fire
Authority OCFA fuel modification plant palette (e.g., Baccharis pilularis,
Opuntia littoralis, Encelia californica, and Lotus scoparius).
3. Plants identified by the California Invasive Plant Council as an invasive risk in southern
California will be excluded from all landscaping within the park.
4. A portion of the park access road will be constructed at a lower elevation than adjacent
slopes, providing a clear line of site for gnatcatchers to cross from the Existing CSS and
Expanded CSS to undisturbed habitats west of the project area.
5. Park lighting will be limited to 3.5 foot bollards with cut-off louvers and will be
positioned, directed or shielded so as to minimize artificial lighting from reflecting into
preserved habitat.
6. Human intrusion into preserved habitat within the park will be discouraged through the
use of signs and fencing. Signs identifying the native habitat areas (such as “No
Trespassing Habitat Area Do Not Enter”) will be posted at reasonable intervals and likely
points of entry.
7. Fencing (e.g., rope and post) will be installed, as necessary, to discourage unauthorized
access into native habitat areas.
8.

To reduce potential impacts to gnatcatcher from domestic/feral animals and wildlife
adapted to urban development and to retain ecological processes in habitat east of the
access road, the proposed project includes two wildlife underpasses that will be
constructed in a manner that will allow coyotes to continue to move safely through
sections open space that will be bisected by access road.

Construction of the Project:
9. Vegetation removal and clearing for the proposed project will occur between August 1
and February 14, outside the gnatcatcher breeding and nesting season.
10. The limits of vegetation removal will be delineated in all areas adjacent to preserved
vegetation by bright orange plastic fencing, stakes, flags, or markers that are clearly
visible to personnel on foot and in heavy equipment.
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11. A qualified biologist3 will be present during all vegetation removal and clearing and will
have the authority to halt activities that might result in harm to the gnatcatcher or result
in impacts beyond the grading limits as depicted in Figure 3.
12. Construction activities that occur within 200 feet of gnatcatcher habitat during the
breeding and nesting season will be conducted in the presence of a qualified biologist.
Construction activities will not occur within 200 feet of an active gnatcatcher nest. The
qualified biologist will provide, on a weekly basis to the CFWO, a summary (including
photos) of project activities completed during the breeding and nesting season.
Park Operations:
13. Vegetation clearing/tree trimming/pruning within the Streetscape Slope and will occur
between September 1 and February 14, outside the gnatcatcher breeding season.
14. As part of the annual operations budget for the park, the City will dedicate adequate
funding to ensure:
a. During the first 5 years following public access to park facilities, human intrusion
into the habitat areas will be assessed on a regular basis. If signs and fencing are
not effective, the City’s landscape contractor (or qualified biologist) will
recommend additional strategies. These recommendations and a record of their
implementation will be submitted to the CFWO within 6 years of public access to
the park.
b. Non-native landscaping within the park will be maintained to prevent spill-over
into gnatcatcher habitat.
c. All non-native landscape plants that have been inadvertently introduced into
gnatcatcher habitat areas will be removed a minimum of once per year, as
necessary. Habitat maintenance will be conducted outside of the gnatcatcher
breeding season.
Part II. Status of the Gnatcatcher and its Habitat in the Project Area
The proposed project is located within Unit 7 (Central-Coastal NCCP Subregions of Orange
County) of designated critical habitat for the gnatcatcher (72 FR 72010). This area was
designated because it is contiguous with the 400-acre Banning Ranch property, which contains
high quality habitat and a dense population of gnatcatchers. Unit 7, as a whole, serves to link
populations of gnatcatchers located in southern Orange County with those in northern Orange
County and Riverside County.

3

The qualified biologist will hold a 10(a)(1)(A) permit for the gnatcatcher.
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Surveys for the gnatcatcher have been conducted on the Banning Ranch property since 1992 and
were completed on the Sunset Ridge Park project site in 2009 (Table 1). Based on available
survey information, the number of gnatcatcher territories documented on or directly adjacent to
the park site has ranged from 0 to 2 each year. Territories have generally been located on the
bluff between the proposed access road and proposed turf area and in the drainage to the west of
the proposed access road (Figure 2, CAGN use areas 1 and 2, respectively). A breeding pair was
last observed on the bluff in 2006 (Glenn Lukos Associates 2009). An additional territory was
observed during the 2011 breeding season in a patch of disturbed scrub located directly north of
the proposed access road4. Gnatcatchers have also been observed foraging outside of the
breeding season along the slopes facing Coast Highway 101 and Superior Avenue (Hamilton
Biological 2009).
Gnatcatchers typically occur in or near coastal sage scrub, which is composed of relatively lowgrowing, dry-season deciduous and succulent plants. They may also use chaparral, grassland,
and riparian plant communities where they occur adjacent to or intermixed with coastal sage
scrub, especially during the non-breeding season (Campbell et al. 1998), but are usually closely
tied to coastal sage scrub for reproduction (Atwood 1993). The project area consists of 5.42
acres of native scrub vegetation (i.e., areas mapped as coastal bluff, encelia, mulefat/goldenbush,
and willow scrub by Bonterra Consulting 2009b, Appendix E and 2011a), 5.16 acres of nonnative grassland, 13.08 acres of ruderal/ornamental/disturbed vegetation, and 0.46 acre of
developed area (flood control channel).
The gnatcatcher habitat is of variable quality due to regular disturbances (e.g., oil operations and
regular mowing) that have likely contributed to the introduction of non-native plants and
concurrent reduction in native plants within the project area. Approximately 3.46 acres of native
scrub dominated by Encelia californica (mapped as encelia scrub) are regularly mowed. Native
scrub in the project area is intermixed with ornamentals such as myoporum (Myoporum laetum),
hottentot fig (Carpobrotus edulis), and pampas grass (Cortaderia sellonana). Conversely, areas
mapped as non-native grassland that are also regularly mowed, include remnant patches of native
scrub vegetation.

4

C. Medak (CFWO) observed a gnatcatcher family group on June 14, 2011, with T. Bombkamp (Glenn Lukos
Associates). C. Medak also observed a territorial male on June 22, 2011, in scrub and willow vegetation with A.
Johnston and G. Medeiros (Bonterra Consulting).
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Table 1. Gnatcatcher territories in the vicinity of the project
Estimated Gnatcatcher Territories

1992

Banning Ranch
portion of
Sunset Ridge
Park
1

Banning Ranch
Total
19

1993

1

20

Glenn Lukos Associates 2010

1994

1

29

LSA 1994

1995

0

16

LSA 1995

1996

1

17

LSA 1996

1997

2

18

PCR 1997

1998

2

19

Glenn Lukos Associates 2010

2000

1

19

PCR 2000

2002

1

15

Glenn Lukos Associates 2002

2006

1

21

Glenn Lukos Associates 2009

2007

0

18

Glenn Lukos Associates 2009

2009

1

a

17

Bonterra Consulting 2009c

Average

1

19

Year

a

Reference
Glenn Lukos Associates 2010

Protocol surveys conducted on entire project site.

Part III. Analysis of Potential Project Impacts on Gnatcatchers
Disturbance and Habitat Loss Associated with Project Construction
The project avoids the primary breeding season use areas where gnatcatchers have been
observed since 1992. Within the project area, a total of 1.23 acres mapped as coastal bluff scrub,
mulefat, encelia, and non-native grassland will be protected in place. This area includes the bluff
where a gnatcatcher pair was last observed in 2006 (Figure 2, CAGN use area 1) and some of the
foraging areas where gnatcatchers were observed along Coast Highway 101 and Superior
Avenue outside of the breeding season. In addition, the proposed access road and stockpile were
shifted from originally proposed locations (Bonterra Consulting 2009b) to avoid habitat to the
west of the project area where gnatcatcher pairs have been consistently observed (Figure 2,
CAGN use area 2) and habitat to the north of the proposed access road were a potential territory
was observed during the 2011 breeding season.
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The proposed project will impact a total of 21.4 acres, including 9.35 acres mapped by Bonterra
Consulting (2009b, Appendix E and 2011a) as gnatcatcher foraging and sheltering habitat (0.11
acre coastal bluff scrub, 0.04 acre mulefat/golden bush scrub, 4.05 acres encelia scrub, and 5.15
acres non-native grassland with remnant patches of coastal sage scrub). Because of regular
mowing activities and the presence of non-native plants that do not support gnatcatcher foraging
(e.g., hottentot fig), substantially less than 9.35 acres of mapped gnatcatcher foraging habitat are
likely suitable for gnatcatcher foraging (e.g., Bonterra Consulting 2011b).
The direct injury or mortality of eggs and nestlings will be avoided because the primary use
areas where nesting gnatcatchers have been observed will not be impacted and vegetation
removal will occur outside the breeding season for the gnatcatcher. Although construction may
occur during the breeding season, a buffer of at least 200 feet from active nests, established by a
qualified biologist, will minimize the noise levels in occupied habitat and avoid impacts to
nesting gnatcatchers. In some cases 300 foot buffers and greater are recommended to avoid
disturbance to nesting gnatcatchers (e.g., Service 2010); however, we consider a 200 foot buffer
to be adequate because gnatcatchers on this site are habituated to noisy conditions given the
location, directly adjacent to Coast Highway.
Gnatcatcher breeding season territories range in size from less than 2.5 acres to 25 acres
(Atwood et al. 1998, Preston et al. 1998), with mean territory size generally smaller for coastal
populations than inland populations (Preston et al. 1998). During the non-breeding season,
gnatcatchers have been observed to expand their use area to an area approximately 78 percent
larger than their breeding territory (Preston et al. 1998). Preston et al. (1998) postulated that
gnatcatchers expand their use area outside of the breeding season to pursue supplemental
foraging resources in non-scrub habitats, including weedy areas (e.g., non-native grasslands).
The proposed project will initially impact 9.35 acres of mapped gnatcatcher foraging and
sheltering habitat that gnatcatchers are likely using primarily outside of the breeding season.
Although sheltering and foraging resources will be temporarily reduced because of the time
necessary to re-establish vegetation within the graded areas, we do not expect this reduction in
foraging and sheltering habitat to result in the loss of pairs or the reduction in productivity of any
pairs established in the project vicinity. Immediately adjacent to the project site, the Banning
Ranch property contains approximately 212 acres of potential gnatcatcher foraging habitat (e.g.,
coastal sage scrub, riparian, and grassland vegetation communities) (BonTerra Consulting
2011c). Given an annual average of 19 gnatcatcher pairs (Table 1), approximately 11 acres of
breeding/foraging and sheltering habitat are available on the site to support each pair.
Accordingly, we anticipate there is sufficient remaining habitat in the immediate project vicinity
to allow gnatcatcher pairs located in the project vicinity to compensate for the temporary loss of
habitat through minor adjustments to their non-breeding season use areas.
Following completion of the project, we expect the 4.10-acre fill area on the Banning Ranch
property will quickly re-colonize with non-native grasses, intermixed with some native scrub
from local seed sources. Although this area will likely continue to be mowed by the property
owners, it will again provide supplemental foraging habitat for the gnatcatcher of equivalent
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quality to the habitat that was present prior to implementation of the project. In addition, 2.7
acres of coastal bluff scrub will be restored or enhanced and 4.65 acres of park landscaping will
be revegetated with native scrub on the project site as part of the project.
The restoration and enhancement of 2.7 acres of gnatcatcher breeding habitat east of the access
road will improve the quantity and quality of breeding habitat for the gnatcatcher and support
recovery of the species. Coastal bluff scrub will increase from 1.15 acres to 2.70 acres. The
restoration and enhancement efforts will increase the density of native scrub by removing nonnative species and planting native scrub as necessary to reach 75 percent cover. The relative
density of scrub cover influences gnatcatcher territory size with territory size increasing as scrub
cover decreases (Beyers and Wirtz 1997). Although the bluff area has not supported a breeding
pair since 2006, we expect the improvements in the quality and quantity of breeding habitat will
increase the likelihood of a breeding pair becoming re-established on the bluff.
Revegetation of 4.65 acres of park landscaping with native scrub vegetation will supplement
available foraging and sheltering habitat for gnatcatchers in the project vicinity and allow for
territory expansion outside of the breeding season. However, because these areas will be located
adjacent to active park use areas and will be subject to maintenance and irrigation, we don’t
expect the habitat to support gnatcatcher nesting. Wetter soil conditions associated with regular
irrigation create more favorable conditions for invasive ant species (Suarez et al. 1998, Holway
and Suarez 2006). Argentine ants are documented predators on gnatcatcher nestlings (Sockman
1997, Atwood and Bontrager 2001) and can reduce food resources for the gnatcatcher by
displacing the native arthropod community (Bolger et al. 2000). In addition, nesting territories
typically have greater than 50 percent shrub cover (Beyers and Wirtz 1997). Per the
requirements of the local fire authority, the Residential Buffer will be well irrigated and planted
at a density that is not expected to support nesting gnatcatchers (i.e., less than 50 percent cover).
The Streetscape slope will have a density of vegetation that could support nesting but will be
trimmed and minimally irrigated for aesthetic purposes. In the event that habitat within the
Streetscape Slope supports gnatcatcher breeding, maintenance of this area outside of the
breeding season will avoid the potential for disruption of active nests. Low level watering
during drought conditions is less likely to attract and maintain high numbers of Argentine ants.
In addition, gnatcatchers may benefit from having some irrigated vegetation during drought
conditions due to the increase in abundance of insects and seeds from the higher water
availability (Patten and Rotenberry 1999).
Habitat Degradation and Disturbance Associated with Project Operation and Maintenance
In addition to removing foraging habitat, the project could result in disturbance to gnatcatchers
and/or degradation of remaining undisturbed habitat due to increased human-generated
disturbances associated with operation of the park, including authorized and unauthorized
recreational use, waste dumping, night lighting, exotic plant invasion, and an increase in
predators.
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Long-term management of gnatcatcher habitat, as part of park operations, will ensure the project
area will continue to provide habitat for the gnatcatcher and that this habitat will not be
permanently compromised by human-generated disturbances associated with park activities.
Disturbances will be minimized by maintaining appropriate signs and fencing to discourage
unauthorized entry into habitat. The quality and extent of habitat will be maintained by the
removal of non-native landscape plants from gnatcatcher habitat areas annually. Numerous nest
predators (i.e., raccoons, rats, and skunks) thrive on the edges of developed areas where poorly
stored trash and debris are available. To avoid an increase in predation associated with the
project, night lighting will be shielded to prevent illumination of habitat areas and coyotes will
continue to have access to habitat within the park, east of the park access road.
Part IV. Analysis of Potential Impacts on Federally Listed Vernal Pool Species
We received information regarding potential vernal pools within the project area from the
Banning Ranch Conservancy on June 30, 2011. The information (an electronic presentation
titled Complete Banning Ranch Mesa Vernal Pools/Wetlands First Edition 6-27-11) includes
photographs taken between February 2009 and March 2011 of four ponds within the project area
(VP 34, 35, 36, and 39). Several vernal pools on the Banning Ranch property are occupied by
the federally endangered San Diego fairy shrimp (Branchinecta sandiegonensis); therefore, in
response to this information, two field surveys were initiated by the City to evaluate vernal pool
indicators in the areas where water had ponded and determine if protocol surveys for listed fairy
shrimp were warranted (Bonterra Consulting 2011b). The biologists, permitted by the Service to
conduct protocol surveys for listed fairy shrimp, determined that areas VP 34, 35, 36, and 39
were not vernal pools, based on a lack of plant species characteristic of vernal pools, and lack of
sustained/observable ponding over multiple years of surveys onsite. In addition, all four ponds
were located within ephemeral drainage areas. The probability that ponding would occur for an
adequate period of time to support San Diego fairy shrimp is low in VP 34, 35, and 36 because
hydrological processes (i.e., the flow of water downhill and associated erosion) are unimpeded
by alterations in the natural topography. The drainage below VP 39 has been blocked by
roadway fill to the west of the pool, which could result in longer periods of ponding.
Nevertheless, a dry season survey was conducted in VP 39 in September 2011, in accordance
with the Service’s dry season protocol guidelines (Service 1996) and no cysts of any species
were detected in the samples collected (Glenn Lukos Associates 2011). Given the apparent lack
of vernal pool indicators in VP 39, protocol surveys would not normally be conducted; therefore,
we do not recommend additional surveys.
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EX-PARTE COMMUNICATIONS DISCLOSURE
Person(s) initiating communication:

Penny Elia - Sierra Club

Person(s) receiving communication:

Commissioner Bloom

Location of communication:

Telephone

Time/Date of communication:

October 31, 2011 – 11:35 AM

Type of communication:

Teleconf

Name or description of the project(s)/topics of discussion:
W15b. City of Laguna Beach LCP Amendment No. LGB-MAJ-2-10 (7 Changes). Public hearing and
action on request by City of Laguna Beach to amend the certified Implementation Plan to change
provisions related to 1) setbacks on split zoned parcels, 2) reasonable accommodation, 3) definitions, 4)
the type of local action required for short-term lodging permits, 5) establishing time limits by which
requests for disaster replacement authorization must be made, 6) establishes new limitations on the types
of local ministerial actions that can be appealed, and 7) new rules related to appeals of design review
board denials. The LCPA affects only the Implementation Plan portion of the certified LCP. (MV-LB)
• Request support of staff’s recommendations
W16a. Application No. 5-10-168 (City of Newport Beach Sunset Ridge) Application of City of Newport
Beach to construct, on vacant land, active recreational park (Sunset Ridge Park) of approximately 18
acres at northwest corner of intersection of West Coast Highway and Superior Ave, including access
road, parking lot, public restroom, playground, sports fields, paths, viewpoint, retaining wall, landscaping,
and coastal sage scrub habitat enhancement. Grading consists of approximately 110,000 cu.yds. of cut,
and 102,000 cu.yds. of fill, at 4850 West Coast Highway and on portion of Banning Ranch, Newport
Beach, Orange County. (JDA-LB)
• The planned Sunset Ridge Park entrance road encroaches upon Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area
(ESHA).
• Banning Ranch Conservancy has long supported a public park, but opposes the current project as
proposed.
• The planned Sunset Ridge Park entrance road, built on the adjacent Banning Ranch, is intimately
connected to the planned Banning Ranch development.
• Alternatives to the planned Sunset Ridge Park entrance road exist. Note Tom Brohard’s alternative
submitted on behalf of Banning Ranch Conservancy.
• Any new proposal from the City should require a new application and staff and the Commission should
have an opportunity to review in detail via a new staff report that would allow for careful analysis and
public input.
• Request support of staff recommendation for denial.
• Comments to Schmitz 10-19-11 letter and Access Agreement provided via email.
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EX-PARTE COMMUNICATIONS DISCLOSURE
Person(s) initiating communication:

Steve Ray – Banning Ranch Conservancy
Penny Elia - Sierra Club

Person(s) receiving communication:

Commissioner Kram

Location of communication:

Telephone

Time/Date of communication:

October 31, 2011 – 10 AM

Type of communication:

Teleconf

Name or description of the project(s)/topics of discussion:
W15b. City of Laguna Beach LCP Amendment No. LGB-MAJ-2-10 (7 Changes). Public hearing and
action on request by City of Laguna Beach to amend the certified Implementation Plan to change
provisions related to 1) setbacks on split zoned parcels, 2) reasonable accommodation, 3) definitions, 4)
the type of local action required for short-term lodging permits, 5) establishing time limits by which
requests for disaster replacement authorization must be made, 6) establishes new limitations on the types
of local ministerial actions that can be appealed, and 7) new rules related to appeals of design review
board denials. The LCPA affects only the Implementation Plan portion of the certified LCP. (MV-LB)
• Request support of staff’s recommendations
W16a. Application No. 5-10-168 (City of Newport Beach Sunset Ridge) Application of City of Newport
Beach to construct, on vacant land, active recreational park (Sunset Ridge Park) of approximately 18
acres at northwest corner of intersection of West Coast Highway and Superior Ave, including access
road, parking lot, public restroom, playground, sports fields, paths, viewpoint, retaining wall, landscaping,
and coastal sage scrub habitat enhancement. Grading consists of approximately 110,000 cu.yds. of cut,
and 102,000 cu.yds. of fill, at 4850 West Coast Highway and on portion of Banning Ranch, Newport
Beach, Orange County. (JDA-LB)
• The planned Sunset Ridge Park entrance road encroaches upon Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area
(ESHA).
• Banning Ranch Conservancy has long supported a public park, but opposes the current project as
proposed.
• The planned Sunset Ridge Park entrance road, built on the adjacent Banning Ranch, is intimately
connected to the planned Banning Ranch development.
• Alternatives to the planned Sunset Ridge Park entrance road exist. Discussion of Tom Brohard’s
alternative submitted on behalf of Banning Ranch Conservancy.
• Any new proposal from the City should require a new application and staff and the Commission should
have an opportunity to review in detail via a new staff report that would allow for careful analysis and
public input.
• Request support of staff recommendation for denial.
• Comments to Schmitz 10-19-11 letter provided.
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